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INTRODUCTION

In nuclear medicine, radioactive tracers are used to pro-
vide diagnostic information for a wide range of medical
indications. Gamma-ray emitting radionuclides are nearly
ideal tracers, because they can be administered in small
quantities and yet can still be externally detected. When
the radionuclides are attached to diagnostically useful
compounds (1), the internal distribution of these com-
pounds provides crucial information about organ function
and physiology that is not available from other imaging
modalities. The Anger camera provides the means for
generating images of the radiopharmaceuticals within
the body. Example images of some common studies are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Initially, nonimaging detectors were used to monitor the
presence or absence of the radiotracer. However, it was
clear that mapping the internal distribution of the radio-
tracers would provide additional diagnostic information.
In 1950, Benedict Cassen introduced the rectilinear scan-
ner. The rectilinear scanner generated images of radio-
nuclide distributions by moving a collimated sodium
iodide detector over the patient in a rectilinear fashion.
The detected count rate modulated the intensity of a
masked light bulb that scanned a film in an associated
rectilinear pattern. While this device did produce images,
it was very slow and had no capability for imaging rapidly
changing distributions. The rectilinear scanner was used
into the 1970s, but was finally supplanted by the Anger
camera (2–5).

The Anger camera, also referred to as the scintillation
camera (or gamma camera), is a radionuclide imaging
device that was invented by Hal O. Anger. It is the pre-
dominant imaging system in nuclear medicine and is
responsible for the growth and wide applicability of
nuclear medicine. Anger was born in 1920. He received
his BS degree in electric engineering from the University
of California at Berkeley in 1943 and in 1946 he began
working at the Donner Laboratories, where he developed
a large number of innovative detectors and imaging
devices including the scintillation well counter and a
whole body rectilinear scanner using 10 individual sodium
iodide probes. In 1957, he completed his first gamma
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imaging camera that he called a scintillation camera and is
often referred to as the Anger camera (6). Anger’s scintil-
lation camera established the basic design that is still in
use today. The first Anger camera had a 10 cm circular field
of view, seven photomultiplier tubes, pinhole collimation,
and could only be oriented in one direction. A picture of this
initial scintillation camera is shown in Fig. 3 and a sche-
matic drawing of the electronics is shown in Fig. 4. In 1959,
Anger adapted the scintillation camera for imaging posi-
tron emitting radionuclides without collimation using
coincidence between the camera and a sodium iodide
detector. He also continued improving the scintillation
camera for conventional gamma emitting radionuclides.
By 1963, he had a system with a 28 cm field of view and 19
photomultiplier tubes (7). This device became commercia-
lized as the nuclear Chicago scintillation camera. Through-
out the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s Anger remained active at
Donner labs developing numerous other radionuclide ima-
ging devices. He has received many prestigious awards
including the John Scott Award (1964), a Guggenheim
fellowship (1966), an honorary Doctor of Science degree
from Ohio State University (1972), the Society of Nuclear

Medicine Nuclear Pioneer Citation (1974), and the
Society of Nuclear Medicine Benedict Cassen Award
(1994) (8–10).

About the same time that the Anger camera was intro-
duced, the molybdenum-99/technetium-99m radionuclide
generator became available. This finding is mentioned
because the advantages offered by this convenient source
of 99mTc had a large influence on the development of the
Anger camera. Technetium-99m emits a single gamma ray
at 140 keV, has a 6 h half-life and can be attached to a large
number of diagnostically useful compounds. Because it is
available from a generator, it also has a long shelf life. The
99mTc is used in > 80% of nuclear medicine imaging stu-
dies. As a result, both the collimation and detector design of
the Anger camera has been optimized to perform well at
140 keV (1).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Anger camera is a position sensitive gamma-ray
imaging device with a large field of view. It uses one
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Figure 1. Anger camera clinical images. A. Lung ventilation and perfusion images are used to
diagnose pulmonary emboli. B. Renal function images are used to diagnose a variety of problems
including renal hypertension and obstruction. C. Gated blood pool studies permit evaluation of heart
wall motion and ejection fraction.



large, thin sodium iodide crystal for absorbing gamma-ray
energy and converting that into visible light. The light
signal is sampled by an array of photomultilier tubes that
convert the light signal into an electronic pulse. The pulses
from individual PMTs are combined in two ways. An
energy pulse is derived from the simple summation of
the PMT signals. The X and Y locations of the event are
calculated from the sum of the PMT signals after position-
dependent weighting factors have been applied. When a
signal from a detected event falls within a preselected
energy range, the X and Y locations are recorded in either
list or frame modes. The components that make up the
Anger camera are shown in Fig. 5 and are described in
detail in the following section (11,12).

Sodium Iodide Crystal

Sodium iodide activated with thallium, NaI(Tl), is the
detecting material used throughout nuclear medicine.
Sodium iodide is a scintillator giving off visible light when
it absorbs X- or gamma-ray energy. At room temperature,
pure NaI has very low light emission, however, when small
amounts (parts per million, ppm) of thallium are added, the
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Figure 2. Anger camera clinical images. A. Bone scans are used to evaluate trauma and metastatic
spread of cancer. B. Myocardial perfusion studies are used to evaluate coronary artery disease.

Figure 3. Initial Anger camera used to image a patient’s thyroid
with I-131. The field of view of this device was 10 cm. (Reprinted
from Seminars in Nuclear Medicine, Vol 9, Powell MR, H.O.
Anger and his work at Donner Laboratory, 164–168., 1979, with
permission from Elsevier.)



efficiency for light emission is greatly enhanced. This is an
especially important aspect for its application in the Anger
camera since the light signal is used to determine both the
energy and location of the gamma-ray interaction with
the detector. In addition to its high light ouput, NaI(Tl)
has several other desirable properties. It has a relatively
high effective atomic number (Zeff ¼ 50) and the density is
3.67 g�cm�3. This results in a high detection efficiency for
gamma rays under 200 keV with relatively thin crystals
(8,12–15).

Sodium iodide is grown as a crystal in large ingots at
high temperatures (> 650 8C). The crystals are cut,
polished, and trimmed to the required size. For Anger
cameras, the crystals are typically 40 � 55 cm and 9.5
mm thick. Because NaI(Tl) absorbs moisture from the air
(hygroscopic), it must be hermetically sealed. Any compro-
mise of this seal often results in the yellowing of the crystal
and its irreversible destruction.

In addition to the need to keep the crystal hermetically
sealed, the temperature of the detector must be kept
relatively constant. Temperature changes > 2 8C�h�1 will
often shatter the detector.

Light Pipe

The scintillation light generated in the crystal is turned
into electronic signals by an array of photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs). These signals provide both event energy and
localization information. It is desirable that the magnitude
of the signal from the photomultiplier tube be linearly
related to the event location as shown in Fig. 6. However,
when the PMTs are in close proximity to the crystal, the
relationship between the signal magnitude and the event
location is very nonlinear. In early designs of the Anger
camera, a thick transparent material referred to as a light
pipe was coupled to the crystals to improve spatial linearity
and uniformity. Glass, lucite, and quartz have been used
for this purpose. Design enhancement of the light pipe
included sculptured contouring to improve light collection
and scattering patterns at the PMT interface to reduce
positional nonlinearities (Fig. 7). In the past decade, many
of the spatial nonlinearities have been corrected algorith-
mically operating on digitized PMT signals. This has
allowed manufacturers to either reduce the thickness of
the light pipe or completely eliminate it (2,16,17).

PMT Array

The visible light generated by the absorption of a gamma
ray in the NaI(Tl) crystal carries location and energy
information. The intensity of the scintillation is directly
proportional to the energy absorbed in the event. To use
this information, the scintillation must be converted into
an electronic signal. This is accomplished by photomulti-
plier tubes. In a PMT, the scintillation light liberates
electrons at the photocathode and these electrons are
amplified through a series of dynodes. The overall gain
available from a photomultiplier tube is on the order 106.

Photomultiplier tubes are manufactured in a wide vari-
ety of shapes and sizes. Those with circular, hexagonal, and
square photocathodes have all been used in Anger cameras.
Hexagonal and square PMTs offer some advantages for
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Figure 4. Electronic schematic for Anger’s first scintillation
camera. The photomultiplier tube position weighting was
accomplished with a capacitor network. (From Instrumentation
in Nuclear Medicine, Hine and Sorenson, Elsevier, 1967.)

Figure 5. Anger camera components.



close packing the PMTs over the surface of the detector.
However, the sensitivity of all PMTs falls off near the edge
of the field, so that ‘‘dead’’ space between the PMTs is
unavoidable.

It is important to determine the energy of the detected
event. Gamma rays that are totally absorbed produce a
scintillation signal that is directly proportional to the
gamma-ray energy. Thus, the signal resulting from the
unweighted sum of the PMTs represents gamma-ray energy.
This signal is sent to a pulse height analyzer. Scattered
radiation from within the patient can be rejected by setting
an energy window to select events that have resulted from
the total absorption of the primary gamma ray. Gamma
rays that have been scattered in the patient necessarily
lose energy and are (largely) not included.

The position of the gamma-ray event on the detector is
determined by summing weighted signals from the PMTs
(2,6,7,12,16,18,19). Each PMT contributes to four signals:

Xþ, X�, Yþ, Y�. The magnitude of the contribution is deter-
mined both by the amount of light collected by the PMT and
its weighting factor.For the tube located exactlyat the center
of the detector, the four weighting factors are equal. A tube
located along the x axis on the left side (e.g., tube 5 in Fig. 4)
contributes equally to Yþ and Y�, has a large contribution to
X�, andasmallcontributiontoXþ. InAnger’soriginaldesign,
the weighting factors were provided by capacitors with
different levels of capacitance (Fig. 4). In commercial units,
the capacitor network was replaced by resistors (Fig. 8). In
the past decades, the resistor weighting matrix has been
largely supplanted by digital processing where nonlinear
weighting factors can be assigned in software (Fig. 9).

It is clear that PMTs located near the event collect most
of the scintillation light while those far away get relatively
little. Because each PMT has an unavoidable noise com-
ponent, the PMTs that receive the least light increase the
error associated with the event localization. Initially, all
the PMTs were included. Later, in order to eliminate PMTs
that have little real signal, diodes were used to set current
thresholds. In digital Anger cameras, the PMT thresholds
are set in software (20–22).

The weighted signals from the PMTs are summed
together to generate four position signals: Xþ, X�, Yþ, and
Y�. The X and Y locations are determined from: (Xþ � X�)/Z
and (Yþ � Y�)/Z, where Z is the energy signal found from the
unweighted sum of the PMT signals discussed above. This
energy normalization is necessary to remove the size depen-
dence associated with the intensity of the scintillation.
This is not only important for imaging radionuclides with
different gamma-ray energies, but it also improves the
spatial resolution with a single gamma ray energy because
of the finite energy resolution of the system. The energy
signal is also sent to a pulse height analyzer where an
energy window can be selected to include only those events
associated with total absorption of the primary gamma.

Image Generation

Anger camera images are generated in the following way
(see Fig. 10). A gamma ray is absorbed in the NaI(Tl)
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Figure 6. Photomultiplier tube response
with source position. The ideal response can
be approximated by interposing a light pipe
between the crystal and photomultiplier tube.

Figure 7. The light pipe is a transparent light conductor between
the crystal and the photomultiplier tubes. The sculpturing grooves
and black dot pattern spread the light to improve the positioning
response of the photomultiplier tube.



crystal and the resulting scintillation light is sampled by
the PMT array to determine the event energy and
location. The energy signal is sent to a pulse height analy-
zer and if the signal falls within the selected energy win-
dow, a logic pulse is generated. At the same time, the X and
Y coordinates of the event are determined and the logic
pulse from the PHA enables the processing of this informa-
tion. For many years, Anger camera images were gener-
ated photographically with the enabled X and Y signals
intensifying a dot on a cathode ray tube (CRT) viewed by a
camera. In modern Anger cameras, the CRT has been
replaced with computer memory and the location informa-
tion is digital. The X and Y coordinate values, still enabled
by the PHA, point to a memory element in a computer
matrix. The contents of that memory element are incre-
mented by 1. Information continues to accrue in the
computer matrix until the count or time stopping criteria
are met.

The image generation described in the previous
paragraph is referred to as frame or matrix mode. The
information can also be stored in list mode where the X and
Y coordinate of each event is stored sequentially along
with a time marker. The list mode data can then be
reconstructed at a later time to any desired time or spatial
resolution.

Collimation

In order to produce an image of a radionuclide distribution,
it has to be projected onto the detector. In a conventional
camera, image projection is accomplished by the camera
lens. However, gamma rays are too energetic to be focused
with optics or other materials. The first solution to project-
ing gamma-ray images was the pinhole collimator. The
pinhole collimator on an Anger camera is conceptually
identical to a conventional pinhole camera. There is an
inversion of the object and the image is magnified or
minified depending on the ratio of the pinhole to detector
distance and the object to pinhole distance. Pinhole colli-
mators are typically constructed out of tungsten and
require lead shielding around the ‘‘cone’’. Because the
amount of magnification depends on the source to pinhole
distance, pinhole images of large, three-dimensional (3D)
distributions are often distorted. In addition, the count
sensitivity falls off rapidly for off-axis activity. A better
solution for most imaging situations is a multiholed par-
allel collimator (Fig. 11). As the name implies, the parallel
collimator consists of a large number of holes with (typi-
cally) lead septae. Most parallel collimators have hexago-
nal holes that are � 1.5 mm across and are 20–30 mm long.
The septal walls are typically 0.2 mm thick. The parallel
hole collimator produces projections with no magnification
by brute force. Gamma rays whose trajectories go through
the holes reach the detector while those with trajectories
that intersect the septae are absorbed. Less than 1 out of
5000 gamma rays that hit the front surface of the colli-
mator are transmitted through to the detector to form the
image (2,7,11,12,20,23,24).
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Figure 8. The Anger camera of the 1980s
used resistors to provide position weighting
factors. The energy signal was used both for
normalization and scatter discrimination.

Figure 9. Digital Anger camera electronics. The photomultiplier
tube signals are digitized so that signal weighting, energy and
position determination are performed in software rather than with
digital electronics.



The spatial resolution of the collimator, Rcol, is deter-
mined by the hole size (d), hole length (L), and the source to
collimator distance (D): Rcol ¼ d( L þ D)/L. The efficiency of
a parallel hole collimator is expressed as K2(d/L)2 (d/d þ t)2,
where K is a shape factor constant equal to 0.26 and t is the
septal wall thickness. Collimation design is an optimiza-
tion problem since alterations in d and L to improve
resolution will decrease count sensitivity. Collimator spa-
tial resolution has a strong dependence on the source to
collimator distance. As shown in Fig. 12, the spatial resolu-
tion rapidly falls with distance. However, the count sensi-
tivity of a parallel hole collimator is not affected by the
source distance because the parallel hole geometry
removes the divergent rays that are associated with the
inverse square loss. Another factor that influences colli-
mator design is the energy of the gamma ray being imaged.
Higher energy gamma rays require thicker septae and
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Figure 10. Schematic of Anger camera
showing how image information is acquired.
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distance.



larger holes resulting in poorer resolution and count sen-
sitivity (2,7,25).

CORRECTIONS

The analog Anger camera had a number of limitations
because of nonlinearities in the position signals and
because of the uneven light collection over the NaI(Tl)
crystal. As digital approaches became viable over the last
two decades, a number of corrections to improve energy,
spatial, and temporal resolution have evolved. All of these
corrections, and particular those involving spatial and
energy resolution, require system stability. This challenge
was significant because of the variation in PMT output
associated with environmental conditions and aging. In
order for corrections to be valid over an extended period of
time, a method to insure PMT stability has to be imple-
mented. Several different approaches have evolved. In one
method, PMT gains are dynamically adjusted to maintain
consistent output signals in response to stabilized light
emitting diodes (LEDs). An LED is located beneath each
PMT where its light is sampled 10–100 times�s�1. Gains
and offsets on the PMTs are adjusted so that the resulting
signal is held close to its reference value. Another approach
uses the ratio of photopeak/Compton plateau counts from a
99mTc or 57Co source as the reference.

Flood Field Image

When the Anger camera is exposed to a uniform flux of
gamma rays, the resulting image is called a flood field
image. Flood field images are useful for identifying non-
uniform count densities and may be acquired in two dif-
ferent ways. An intrinsic flood field is obtained by removing
the collimation and placing a point source of activity 1.5–2
m from the detector. An extrinsic flood field is obtained
with the collimator in place and with a large, distributed
source (often called a flood source) placed directly on the
collimator. Flood field sources using 57Co are commercially
available. Alternatively, water-filled flood phantoms are
available into which 99mTc or other radionuclide can be
injected and mixed.

Energy Correction

The energy signal represents the total energy absorbed in a
gamma-ray interaction with the detector. This signal is
determined by the intensity of the scintillation and by how
much of the scintillation light is captured by the PMTs.
Because the efficiency for sampling the scintillation is
position dependent, there are fluctuations in the energy
signals across the detector as shown in Fig. 13. These
variations degrade energy resolution and have a signifi-
cant effect on the performance of the scintillation camera
that limit corrections for nonuniformity. The idea of using a
reference flood field image to correct nonuniformities has
been around for a long time. However, if the reference flood
field image is acquired with little or no scattered radiation
(as it often is), the correction factors are not appropriate
during patient imaging. The reason is that scattered radia-
tion and the amount of scatter entering the selected energy

window will be position dependent. Energy correction elec-
tronics was introduced in the late 1970s that essentially
generated an array of energy windows that are adjusted for
the local energy spectra. Typically, the detector field of
view is sampled in a 64 � 64 matrix and a unique energy
window is determined for each matrix element. With the
energy windows adjusted on the local photopeaks, the
variations in the scatter component are greatly reduced.
As shown in Fig. 13, energy correction does not signifi-
cantly improve intrinsic field uniformity. Its role is to
reduce the influence of source scatter on the other correc-
tion factors (11,20,26–28).

Spatial Linearity Correction

The nonlinearities in the PMT output with respect to
source location causes a miss-positioning of events when
Anger logic is used. This finding can be demonstrated by
acquiring an image of a straight line distribution or a grid
pattern. The line image will have a ‘‘wavy’’ appearance
(Fig. 14). In the early 1980s, a method to improve the
spatial linearity was developed. An imaging phantom
array of precisely located holes in a sheet of lead is placed
on the uncollimated detector and is exposed to a point
source of 99mTc located 1–2 m away. The image of the hole
pattern is used to calculate corrective x and y offsets for
each point in the field of view. These correction factors are
stored in a ROM. When an event is detected and the Anger
logic produces x and y coordinates, the offsets associated
with these coordinates are automatically added generating
the new, accurate event location. Improving the spatial
linearity has a profound affect on field uniformity as can be
seen in Fig. 14 (17,28–31).

Uniformity Correction

After the energy and spatial linearity corrections have
been made, there are still residual nonuniformities that
are present in a flood field image. Typically, these will vary
< 10% from the mean count value for the entire field. A
high count reference flood field image can be acquired and
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Figure 13. Energy correction. Local spectral gain shifts are
evident across the crystal because of the variable sampling
imposed by the photomultiplier tube array.



this image is then used to generate regional flood correction
factors that are then applied to subsequent acquisitions
(Fig. 15) (17,29,32).

Pulse Pileup Correction

An Anger camera processes each detected event sequen-
tially. Because the scintillation persists with a decay time
of 230 ns, pulses from events occurring closely in time are
distorted from summation of the light. This distortion is
referred to as pulse pileup. As the count rate to the detector
increases, the amount of pulse pileup also increases and
becomes significant at count rates > 30,000 cps. For much
of conventional nuclear medicine imaging, this is not a

problem since the count rate is typically well below that
level. There are certain applications such as coincidence
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging where the
detectors are exposed to event rates that can exceed
1,000,000 cps. Because the Anger logic used to establish
the event location is essentially a centroid method,
pulse pileup causes errors. An example of this is shown
in Fig. 16, which shows an Anger camera image of four
high-count rate sources. In addition to the actual sources,
false images of source activity between the sources are also
observed (33,34). The effects of pulse pileup can be mini-
mized by electronic pulse clipping, where the pulse is forced
to the baseline before all the light has been emitted and
processed. While this increases the count rate capability, it
compromises both spatial and energy resolution, which are
optimal when the whole pulse can be sampled and inte-
grated. One approach to reduce losses in spatial and energy
resolution is to alter the integration time event-by-event,
based on count rate demands. In addition, algorithms have
been developed that can extrapolate the pulse to correct for
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Figure 14. Spatial linearity correction. Accurate correction for
inaccurate event localization has a profound effect on field
uniformity.

Figure 15. Uniformity correction. Residual non-uniformities can
be reduced by skimming counts based on a reference flood field
image.
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Figure 16. Pulse pileup correction. Pulse
pileup correction improves the count rate
capability and reduces the spurious place-
ment of events.



its contribution to a second pileup pulse. This process can
be repeated if a third pileup is also encountered. When this
correction is performed at the PMT level, it reduces the
‘‘false’’ source images discussed above (35).

PERFORMANCE

Uniformity

When the Anger camera is exposed to a uniform flux of
gamma rays, the image from that exposure should have a
uniform count density. Anger cameras with energy, spatial
linearity, and uniformity correction are uniform to within
2.5% of the mean counts.

Intrinsic Spatial Resolution

The intrinsic spatial resolution refers to the amount of
blurring associated with the Anger camera independent
of the collimation. It is quantified by measuring the full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the line spread response
function. The intrinsic spatial resolution for Anger cam-
eras varies from 3 to 4.5 mm depending on the crystal
thickness and the size of the PMTs. Another way of eval-
uating intrinsic spatial resolution for gamma-ray energies
< 200 keV is with a quadrant bar phantom consisting of
increasingly finer lead bar patterns where the bar width is
equal to the bar spacing (Fig. 17). Typically an Anger
camera can resolve a 2 mm bar pattern.

Extrinsic Spatial Resolution

The extrinsic spatial resolution, also referred to as the
system spatial resolution, refers to the amount of blurring
associated with Anger camera imaging. It depends on the
collimation, gamma-ray energy, and the source to collima-
tor distance. The standard method for determining the
extrinsic resolution is from the fwhm of the line spread
response function generated from the image of a line source
positioned 10 cm from the collimator. Typical values for the
extrinsic spatial resolution range from 8 to 12 mm.

Energy Resolution

The energy signal generated from gamma-ray absorption
in the detector has statistical fluctuations that broaden the
apparent energy peaks of the gamma rays. Energy resolu-
tion is determined from 100% � fwhm/Eg, where fwhm is of
energy peak and Eg is the gamma-ray energy. At 140 keV
the energy resolution of an Anger camera is 10%. Good
energy resolution is important because it permits the dis-
crimination of scattered radiation from the patient.
Gamma rays that are scattered in the patient necessarily
loose energy and these scattered photons degrade image
quality.

Spatial Linearity

Spatial linearity refers to the accurate positioning of
detected events. On an Anger camera with spatial linearity
correction, the misplacement of events is < 0.5 mm.

Multiwindow Spatial Registration

Because the Anger camera has energy resolution, it can
acquire images from radionuclides that emit more than one
gamma ray or from two radionuclides. However, the images
from different energy gamma rays may have slightly differ-
ent magnifications or have offsets because of imperfections
in the energy normalization. The multiwindow spatial
registration parameters quantifies the misalignment
between different energy gamma rays (Fig. 18). For Anger
cameras, the multiwindow spatial registration is < 2 mm,
which is well below the system spatial resolution and
therefore is not perceptible.

Count Rate Performance

The count rate capability of Anger camera ranges from
100,000 to 2,000,000 cps depending on the sophistication of
the pulse handling technology as discussed above. Anger
cameras that are used for conventional nuclear medicine
imaging are designed to operate with maximum count rates
of 200,000–400,000 cps range, whereas Anger cameras that
are used for coincidence imaging require count rate cap-
abilities that exceed 1,000,000 cps (25,28,30,32,36–41).
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Figure 17. Intrinsic spatial resolution is routinely assessed with
bar pattern images. An Anger camera can typically resolve the
2 mm bar pattern.

Figure 18. Multi-window spatial registration refers to ability to
accurately image different gamma ray energies simultaneously.
The figure on the right is an example of poor multi-window spatial
registration.



SUMMARY

The Anger camera has been the primary imaging device in
nuclear medicine for > 30 years and is likely to remain in
that role for at least the next decade. Although it has
evolved with the development of digital electronics, the
basic design is essentially that promulgated by H.O. Anger.
Special purpose imaging instruments based on semicon-
ductor cadmium zinc telluride detectors are actively being
pursued as imaging devices for 99mTc and other low energy
gamma emitters. Their pixilated design removes the need
for Anger logic position determination and the direct con-
version of the absorbed energy into an electronic signal
removes the need for photomultiplier tubes allowing com-
pact packaging. However, over the range of gamma-ray
energies encountered in nuclear medicine, NaI(Tl) still
provides the best efficiency at a reasonable cost.
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